
HexagonsHexagonsHexagonsHexagons (62 X 77) 
Based on a swap of 46 ea. 8" squares 

You will also need: 

Outer Border: 2 1/4 yards 

Inner Border and Binding: 2 yards 

Background (rectangular snowballs): 1 yard 

Star (rectangular snowballs): 1 yard 

 

Cutting: 
Cut 1 ea. 8" square from each border fabrics.  This makes 48 

ea. 8" squares total. 

Background:    6 ea. 4 1/2" x WoF strips 

Subcut 96 ea. 4 1/2" x 2 1/2" rectangles 

Star:                 6 ea. 4 1/2" x WoF strips 

Subcut 96 ea. 4 1/2" x 2 1/2" rectangles 

Inner Border:   4 ea. 3 1/2” X Length of Fabric (62” min) 

        5 ea. 2 1/2” X Length of Fabric (Binding) 

Outer Border:  4 ea. 5 1/2” X Length of Fabric (68” min) 

 

Assembly: 
1.  Fold all background  (White) rectangles on one diagonal. (The      

same diagonal all the time!) wrong sides together.  Press. 

2. Fold all Star (Yellow) rectangles on the opposite (From the White) 

diagonal (The same diagonal all the time!) wrong sides to-

gether.  Press. 

3. Position one folded rectangle atop one 8" square so the corner of the 

square lines up with the top triangle formed by the folded rectangle 

as shown. Slip a pin inside to pin the bottom two layers to-

gether.  Open the rectangle up and stitch along the crease.  Trim 1/4" 

beyond the stitching and press out.  

4. Repeat for all corners of each square, ensuring the white are diago-

nally across from each other as are the yellows as shown.  Make 48 

Hexagon blocks. 

5. Layout the blocks in a pleasingly random fashion into 8 rows of 6 

blocks. See the Stars appear? Stitch the blocks into rows and the 

rows into the quilt center. 

6. Add the inner border of the 3 1/2” strips. 

7. Add the outer border of 5 1/2” strips. 

8. Layer and Quilt as desired.  Add binding of 2 1/2” strips. 
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